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Doctor’s New Book Informs Parents about Vaccine Problems
SAN JOSE, CA – Jan 31, 2015
Parents who want to be fully informed before they take any steps to vaccinate now have one of the
most complete manuals on vaccine risks available today – Vaccination Is Not Immunization 4th Ed.
2015, Tim O’Shea (Paperback or E-book).
The book is rewritten every year to include the new events and new vaccines that have been added,
many of which have been kept completely out of media. Though easy to read, the content is
disturbing and very difficult to dispute. Every fact and statistic is meticulously documented. The
book makes crystal clear what every responsible parent should know:
* the absence of proof of safety
* problems with individual vaccines: HPV, polio, hepatitis B, flu, Prevnar, DPT, MMR, etc.
* what the manufacturers really put in vaccines
* the true rates of death and permanent physical damage from vaccines
* the real connection with the autism epidemic
* the only country on earth with 69 vaccines for kids
* the huge money behind vaccines
* how the rising figures of vaccine-damaged kids are hidden
* how vaccines contribute to the skyrocketing of learning disabled and disturbed children, who then
become new markets for psychoactive drugs
Most of the endorsements of the new book are from medical doctors who have the courage to admit
that vaccines deserve a closer look, especially by those who have children.
“It is impossible to estimate the true value of Dr. O’Shea’s work. His review of the history of the
vaccination industry is vastly more thorough than that taught in medical schools and decisively more
balanced.” - David Ayoub, MD, Clinical Radiologist
“Every new mother and father should have the opportunity to read Vaccination Is Not Immunization
before subjecting their children to mandatory vaccinations.”
- Kilmer McCully, MD, The Heart Revolution
“Vaccination Is Not Immunization is the most well documented analysis of the vaccination cult of
modern medicine. Be informed of the dangers, and lack of scientific proof of immunity. As the
best source for public and professionals, I highly recommend [the book].”
- William Deagle, MD - GCN syndicated radio
For more information go to
http://www.immunitionltd.com/books-and-cds.html
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